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Using Interactive Jobs to Run Applications

For this practice session we will analyse of data set of from a study of patients with arthritis. We have a number of data sets from a study of inflammation. Each data file is a comma separated variable (CSV) file each row in the file corresponds to a series of measurements for one patient on different days.

Our objective is to start the R analysis program, load the data and plot means of the results.

In the course examples there is a folder called r which contains script files and a read me file for how to use R. The data we will analyse is in the folder named inflammation_data

First we need to start an interactive job by using the Sun Grid Engine qsh command. 

The latest version of R can be loaded with

module load apps/R

R can then be run with

$ R

From R, to load, analyse and visualise the data set we can enter the following R commands

dat <- read.csv(file = "../inflammation_data/inflammation-01.csv", header = FALSE)
avg_day_inflammation <- apply(dat, 2, mean)
plot(avg_day_inflammation)

to exit R type 

q()

Further details on R at
http://docs.iceberg.shef.ac.uk/en/latest/sharc/software/apps/r.html
Submitting Jobs to ShARC
Running an application as a batch job
For this practice session we will run our R code as a batch job using a single processing core.

Here, we assume that you wish to run the program my_code.R on the system.

First, you need to write a submission file. We assume you will call this rsge.sh

#!/bin/bash
#$ -S /bin/bash
#$ -cwd               # Run job from current directory

module load apps/R # Load latest version of R

R CMD BATCH readings.R test.R.o$JOB_ID

Note that R must be called with both the CMD and BATCH options which tell it to run an R program, in this case readings.R. If you do not do this, R will attempt to open an interactive prompt.

The final argument, test.R.o$JOBID, tells R to send output to a file with this name. Since $JOBID will always be unique, this ensures that all of your output files are unique. 
Without this argument R sends all output to a file readings.Rout.
Ensuring that readings.R and readings.sge are both in your current working directory, submit your job to the batch system

qsub rsge.sh
Submitting Jobs to ShARC
Compiling a program

The folder named sge contains an artificial program that calculates the effect of quotas on the fish stocks. We will practice using Sun Grid Engine by running this technically simple problem, the politicians prefer us not to know about! The program is named <fish>. The sge folder contains a number of script files named test1, test2, test3

Compile the program using the fortran compiler

First load the compiler module
module load /dev/intel-compilers/17.0.0/binary

Compile the fish program
ifort fish.f90 -o fish
 
 Start with <test1> which is a simple job script. 
 Submit test1 to the batch queue and use qstat to follow its progress.
 
 After running the test1 script have a look at all the other test* scripts in the numeric order. 
It is important that you follow the numeric order as the problems build up using the previous solutions. 
The comments in each script file tells you what to do next.

 When you come to test 3, 

  Your task is to run the fish program under SGE using qsub. 
  The following steps are advisable: 
  (1) Run the program interactively to see what it does 
      and what input it expects from the user.
  (2) Create an input file which will contain the 
      expected input data ' that you would normally 
      enter at the keyboard'.
  (3) Prepare a job submission script which will 
        -read the data from your input file
        -write the results into a job output file 
         or another file of your choice.
  (4) Submit the script to SGE.
  (5) Add commands to join the error and normal output into one single file
      and also to email you about the progress of your job. 


  The file fish.txt gives background information for the program run in the exercises. 




 

Running Multi-processor tasks

This practice session enables us to run multi-processor tasks.

The first example we try is called a task array. Start by running task 4 and observe that this job runs 4 separate programming tasks using a loop within the job script.

For test 5 you are required to modify the example test 4 so that the job can be run as a sun grid engine task array.

For this task you will need to use the sun grid engine option

#$ -t 1-4

This option will run 4 separate tasks numbered from 1 to 4. Each task may be identified using a unique task ID identifiable through the environment variable $SGE_TASK_ID. The documentation for submitting a task array job is at
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/cics/research/hpc/iceberg/runbatch/examples2" http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/cics/research/hpc/iceberg/runbatch/examples2


Test 6 provides an opportunity to practice submitting parallel jobs to the scheduler.

To run testmpi6 you need to compile the mpi example

Load the openmpi compiler module
module load  mpi/openmpi/2.0.1/intel-17.0.0

compile the diffuse program
mpicc diffuse.c -o diffuse

